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This book arose from the fascination of the universe with its 
seemingly limitless dimensions and growth - and the idea of 
using its laws of nature as a recipe for a better world.   
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Astronomy-rules for a better GlobalOnomy: 
economy & currency, knowledge & wisdom, 
peace & liberty, health & wealth as well as 
welfare & sustainability - world-wide! 
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A. INTRODUCTION   

Idea. If you search for "idea" on the Internet – 
and then look at the "pictures" about it, then 
mostly glowing glow-bulbs appear. Second 
abundance are rays, third are lightnings, 
fourth are thought clouds/bubbles, fifth heads 
and sixth brains. According to the pictures on 
the Internet, ideas seem to have a lot to do 
with energy and space. But also with lighting 
(recognizing something) or epiphany (a light, 
as sudden idea in the brain). Many images 
also show processes (if-then-relationships). 
And hereby often time aspects (processes in 
the time sequence). The latter is synonymous 
with a delay in the aspects after an idea: 
Vision, mission, goal, target, realization. One 
would very much like to have all at the 
moment of the emergence of ideas. And with 
enough free space to enjoy immediately.  

Universe grows faster, than humanity can 
(could) calculate with the formulas at the 
actual status-quo. Are there (hidden) 
formulas, which work with more efficiency, 
than we are used to think of in our models?  
To get things quicker, immediately? There 
are. We found some.      
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An idea, a glow-bulb, indeed illuminates a 
previously dark area. But the ideas frame is 
very fragile - made of glass. And each idea 
was fed in a previously dark area, with 
“unknown” forces. And apparently these 
forces as well can interrupt this energy supply 
at any time.   
Quanta appear and disappear here and there 
as well in universe. Like ideas in our brain.   

As well our environment has the power to do 
so - everything can stay the same, as before, 
at any time. At least in the corresponding  
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"environment", like a “controlled” area. The 
Earth is flat – and the center of the universe. 
Basta. Galileo-Galilei glow-bulb-glass 
destroyed. Energy supply stopped via 
excommunication. No one should be able to 
think about, nor see reality.   
    

  
"Enlightenments" should be purely the 
believe in Good and Church. "Faith" can 
displace "reality". Unfortunately, far too 
often.  
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Everything around this thought construction 
remains dark, at least for those who sit in that 
hypothetical construct.   
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But the rest of the universe is growing. Ever 
further, ever bigger,…  

 
…always more beautiful, and better, for all.  
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Not only for a small number of self-appointed 
rulers.  

What is unfortunately not shown in the 
Internet images is the benefit of an idea. 
Although almost every idea may be an 
increase in efficiency.   

And so, the simplism (on the Internet) of our 
first two great researches continues:   

1) We investigated the "time" – and found 
as images on the Internet primarily "clocks".   

2) We examined the "space" and found on 
the Internet primarily "chambers" as pictures.   

3) In "ideas" we now find primarily "light-
bulbs".   

  

With our formulas for TIME ⁰¹ and SPACE ⁰² 
in the last two books we showed what is 
possible if different perspectives and new 
thoughts are considered and followed up. 
With ideas that can increase EFFICIENCY, 
even more is achievable, as we want to show 
in this book.  
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According to our formulas, this is also the 
case in the universe. The central objective of 
universe - in the course of time - seems to be 
"efficiency". And looking deeper at this 
efficiency, since the existence of universe, 
the primary targets seem to be: "space" and 
"energy". We should therefore focus this 
much more on Earth in order to be as efficient 
as the universe in the course of time.  

Ideas are what distinguishes mankind. And 
what can advance knowledge, wisdom, 
efficiency, prosperity, peace and freedom. At 
least, if the environment is "harmonious". And  
or there is enough "power" i.e. "energy". 
Energy in astronomy means the "power to do 
work" and is needed to achieve "results". As 
in universe, so on our earth. The most 
popular pictures of power are: energy, pull 
and push. But there are far more powers, 
which may lead to many top ideas.  
And knowledge, resulting from earlier ideas, 
is the basis of new ideas. Knowledge is the 
only raw material that increases when used. 
If we invested much more in the education of 
all humanity, the basis for global efficiency-
gains, wisdom, ingenuity and thus prosperity 
would be many times better. Not only 


